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Introducing Fluval Reef Aquarium Sets
Bring a touch of the Marine Sea to your home
with the brand new Fluval Reef Aquarium Sets.
The new Fluval Reef aquarium has been designed to enhance home or work environments,
working in harmony with your decor. With a choice of three sizes, each with co-ordinating
cabinets, the Fluval Reef collection has something for everyone.
Stylish simplicity
The fish are the stars in these aquaria, framed within high quality machine cut glass that is
finished perfectly with a frosted rim and elegantly sat on a beautifully styled Mali and
Wenge cabinet that will compliment any living space.
A size for any space
With three size options from 53L (40cm wide) to 135L (90cm wide) Reef appeals to
beginners and advanced marine aquarists alike and will create a talking point in any room.
The complete solution
Fluval Reef Aquarium Sets are filled with everything you need to create a healthy, clean
home for your fish. Contents include a Fluval SEA High Performance LED lighting, a Fluval
SEA protein skimmer, a Fluval SEA circulation pump, a re-circulation pump and a Fluval
heater.
Each unit is equipped with Fluval reef capable LED lighting, 25,000K colour temperature
which requires no actinic supplementation. These high efficiency lighting systems have been
engineered with Multi LED technology for powerful spectral performance that will drive lush
coral growth while providing accurate pleasant viewing.

Unique, integrated water change system
A unique integrated drainage assembly in rear filter compartment is connected through to
the valve inside the cabinet allowing you to change up to 20% of aquarium volume without
the water level in the main tank dropping. This means your corals will never be stressed by
exposing them to air. The discreet drainage system allows for a clean neat approach to
water changes.
To finish the look, the Fluval Reef M sits beautifully on the simple, clean design of its cabinet,
featuring enhanced ‘push to open’ doors; this means no handles to spoil the look.
Fluval Reef M Aquarium Sets are available now in most good aquatic stores.
For more information or your nearest stockist call 01977 556622 or visit www.hagen.com.

